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“Beating Branson To The Moon”
by C. Brian Smith
“Beating Branson to the Moon” is a 30-minute scripted/reality hybrid in the vein of
“Borat” and “Curb Your Enthusiasm” which follows DANNY SUNDAY, a self-proclaimed
“macro-entrepreneur” in his quest to be the next Richard Branson. Danny teams up
with TRIPP KNIGHT, his right hand man/adorer, to form SUNDAY/KNIGHT
SOLUTIONS. Together with their eye-rolling assistant CHLOE, the duo systematically
follows Danny’s newly-released textbook “How I Beat Branson To The Moon (Volume
One).” Needless to say, things don’t go as planned.
Each episode corresponds to a chapter/lesson in this book. The show is shot
documentary style, and while there will be scripted elements amongst the main
characters (like “Curb Your Enthusiasm”), the production value of the scripted scenes
will blend seamlessly with “reality” segments involving Danny, Tripp, and Chloe as they
market ridiculous products to real people, cast real people in advertisements, interview
real people in focus groups, set out to hire real people, attempt to rent luxury office
space from real landlords, all with one end goal: Beat Richard Branson to the Moon.

M AIN C H AR ACTER S
Danny Sunday: (Founder, Sunday/Knight Solutions) Danny is the self-proclaimed
“bralls”™ (“brains” and “balls”) of the operation. A retired Top-500 Xtreme Sports Pro,
his “ace of spades in the hole” has always been, in his opinion, an overflowing well of
revolutionary products that will change the world and make him a billionaire. His
central drive is to beat Richard Branson to the moon. Although he’s presently losing the
race (current net worth < $250), Danny has already self-published his textbook “How I
Beat Richard Branson to the Moon Volume One” which, as long as it’s followed to a tee,
will in his opinion lead to unmitigated success. It’s at the reading and release party for
said book where Danny meets Tripp, his biggest (and only) fan.
Tripp Knight: (“Sub”-founder, Sunday/Knight Solutions) Tripp is Danny’s faithful
servant (and sole investor) who has more than a little man-crush on his idol (which he’d
never admit to himself let alone his fiance, Gretchen.) Tripp is taking a leap of faith with
this whole “beat Branson to the Moon” deal. In reality it’s more like “follow Danny
anywhere, including the moon.” He left the family business, antiquing, back in
Connecticut when he saw Danny’s live streaming Internet show around 3 AM a couple of
months ago. After meeting Danny in person, he told Gretchen to pack up the Volvo
station wagon with as many antiques as possible because they were hitting the road “in
search of something new.”
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Chloe: (Danny & Tripp’s Assistant) Chloe doesn’t know how she ended up working for
these dick bags. Is this why she spent four years behind the counter in the USC
bookstore? Is this why she stomached eight grueling days and nights at the Director of
Financial Aid’s mountain loft in Lake Arrowhead? She doesn’t think so. But she also
doesn’t think there’s one fucking job for a 22-year-old marketing major so as long as
Danny and Tripp continue to pay her $60/day, she’ll do the job. Similar to a young
Janeane Garafolo or Darlene on Roseanne, Chloe isn’t afraid to throw a few cutting jabs,
and with these ass monkeys the opportunities to do so are endless.
Gretchen: (Tripp’s fiance) Gretchen is Tripp’s Stepford Wanna-be-Wife: blonde, white
and very buttoned-up. She thought she was marrying well when she wooed the heir to
the Knight Antiques fortune. She’s also not thrilled that Tripp decided to leave what was
left of the old money, country club membership, and lemon square parties to follow
some absurd business opportunity with a has-been professional X-game pseudo-star
(her parents never allowed her to watch X-games for fear that she might take up
snowboarding rather than skiing.) Gretchen is horrified by Danny and is constantly
putting pressure on Tripp to end this silly quest. The fact that Sunday/Knight Solutions’
temporary world headquarters are in her one bedroom condo isn’t helping matters one
bit.
Momma D: (Danny’s Grandmother) Danny makes breakfast for his 92 year old
grandma, Momma D, every morning -- rain or shine, without fail. It is, perhaps, the
only thing he cares more about than beating Branson to the moon. Momma D looks and
sounds like an adorable, typical grandma -- but she’s anything but. She uses a giant sail
to propel her around on a skateboard. She speaks in a heavy German accent and gives
Danny very (tough love) sexual advice. She is the only one Danny really “listens” to.

PILOT EPISODE: “GLAMOURPUSS”
We come up on a book reading/signing, where Danny Sunday is preparing to read an
excerpt from “How I Beat Branson to the Moon.” To introduce himself, he plays a 20
minute documentary which shows Danny’s absurd Xtreme entrepreneurial back-story.
(Over dramatic narration: 10-year old Danny manning an “adult” lemonade stand,
spiking the punchbowl with Jack Daniels; Older Danny autographing his own breast and
charging $5 for girls to have their picture taken next to it, etc. )
In this reality segment, sitting amongst a room full of excited aspiring entrepreneurs
is Tripp Knight, hanging on every word. We see Tripp in the background of some of
shots in Danny’s intro DVD, hanging on every moment. He appears to be following
Danny wherever he goes. The (real) audience leaves one by one, shocked by Danny’s
“presentation” and ridiculous “Conquering Fear” roleplaying games, like:
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“Barber” -- Danny pairs people up, gives one person a pair of scissors and tells
them they are the “barber.” He explains that “the other person has asked for ‘a
little off the sides’ and you are going to follow their direction. Or are you? Maybe
they don’t even know they want something ‘high and tight.’” The person “getting
their hair cut” looks on in horror. Now, you have to handle your new haircut.
Go!
● “Balloon Mastery” -- Danny has everyone take a balloon out from under their
seats. “While blowing them up, put all of your fears into the balloon. Now, on
the count of three, eat those fears to smithereens.” People flail and fail to pop
their balloons with their teeth. Danny walks around “motivating” people to eat
those fucking fears!
● “I’m not so small anymore” -- Danny splits the room into Altar boys and Priests
and explains that in this roleplay scene, the altar boys are meeting the priests 25
years later in order to get revenge. No one participates.
●

After the reading, Tripp walks up to Danny and says, “I want to be in the Danny Sunday
business. I’ll follow you all the way to the moon.” Knowing a good opportunity when he
sees one, Danny explains that there are several exciting investment opportunities -- he’s
looking into developing products for women. Products that women don’t even know
they need. Danny asks Tripp how intimately he knows women. Tripp says he has a
fiance and “eh... her private part is, I don’t know... weird.” Danny seems to know exactly
what Tripp is talking about “yeah, I had a
weird one the other night. Real low-hanger.
Like a deflated whoopi cushion.” Tripp
gags. But it’s a lightbulb moment for
Danny.
“Glamour cosmetics, for the
vagina...” Danny says. “Glamourpuss.” He
smiles, and puts his arm around Tripp.
“That’s brilliant.” Tripp is confused but
stopped listening when Danny touched him.
Two weeks later, Tripp sits with his wife, Gretchen, in their new one bedroom condo in
North Hollywood – packed to the gills with antiques. Tripp explains to camera that they
packed up the Volvo wagon, sublet-ed their house in Connecticut and moved to
Manhattan Beach, CA, Danny’s home town. He’s thrilled to be a part of something
exciting and new. Gretchen is not as thrilled. But Tripp told her this was just a
“vacation” -- something to do on Spring Break. Just till the company gets off the
ground. A couple weeks, tops. Gretchen reminds Tripp that spring break is “not a
thing” after you graduate college.
Day one at “Sunday/Knight Solutions” world headquarters (Tripp and Gretchen’s living
room). The phone rings, Tripp goes to answer it and Danny slaps his hand out of the
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way, explaining that only amateurs answer their own own phones. Danny asks Gretchen
to answer it. Gretchen storms out of the room, explaining that she won a “Silver
Rainbow Button” in the “Greenwich Fox and Hound Derby” four years in a row, she
doesn’t do phones. Danny tells Tripp that he just assumed Gretchen would be their
assistant. They need to find someone who will be, pronto. “A secretary-slash-assistant,
slash-personal assistant, slash hot little number.” Tripp says, “Well I could be that...
number... until, y’know--” Danny, not listening, interrupts. “Let’s go to the job fair and
make some poor girl’s dreams come true.”
In this reality segment applicants are put through a series of unconventional tests:
● “Make a sandwich you think I’m in the mood for.” Nobody is able to because, in
fact, Danny “was in the mood for a salad.”
● In the other room, Danny asks Tripp to give each applicant a quiz on the vagina.
Tripp clearly has no idea what the correct answers are, incorrectly identifying the
butthole as a vaginal opening.
● Danny tests applicants’ “hurry up and wait” skills by having them sprint 30 yards
and then stand in one place for ten minutes.
At the end of the session, there are (understandably) zero prospects. Dejected, they
begin to leave just as CHLOE arrives. She takes one look at them and turns around,
saying “I’d rather live with my parents than--” Danny has Tripp get Chloe a drink and
hands her a hundred dollar bill that he’s stolen from Tripp’s wallet. Chloe decides to
give it a day. Danny says that he needs $40 change from her and pockets the cash.
Danny calls a company meeting to discuss plans for shooting the GlamourPuss
Cosmetics Make-Over Online Video Presentation. Danny and Gretchen get into a
heated argument because Gretchen refuses to allow Danny to use her vagina in the
“before” pictures. Gretchen loses her shit and tells Tripp she wants to go home, choose
Danny or her. Tripp looks at Danny, then Gretchen, then the floor. “The truth is,” he
explains, “there is nothing left ‘back home.’” It turns out Tripp’s family fell pray to the
lesser known (yet equally destructive) Madoff antiquing ponzi scheme. Everything has
been foreclosed and repossessed. “Well, everything except for all these and the $100 bill
in my pocket.” Danny covers, saying “There you go again, worrying about what used to
be in your pocket. That looks like an expensive clock,” and winks at Tripp. Tripp takes a
deep breath and says “It is.”
As Danny starts to explain the contents of GlamourPuss: Luxury Cosmetics for the
Female Vagina. (“This little mini brush is called Vag-eye-liner and these look like
Altoids but they’re actually Vagi-mints.”), Chloe looks on Craigslist for another job,
Gretchen looks at Tripp in shock, and Tripp looks in awe at Danny, who slaps himself in
the face three times and shouts “Who wants to beat Branson to the moon!?”

SEASON ONE CHARACTER DRIVES
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DANNY’S DRIVE is to overtake Richard Branson as the “world’s biggest swinging dick”
and the most dramatic way to do this is to “beat him to the moon.” Of course, Richard
Branson has no intention of going to the moon. As Chloe points out, Branson has many,
many more billions of dollars than Danny. Danny explains that, like Branson, he is
going to invent/market/sell products and concepts that will make Virgin look and seem
like exactly that. In addition to developing these (ridiculous) products, Danny also
needs a trophy wife -- but not just a hot one. She needs to be a combination of Angelina
Jolie, Martha Stewart, Hillary Clinton, and “a white Oprah.” Danny cares about two
things: following the steps of “How I Beat Branson to the Moon” and making his
grandmother breakfast every morning. Everything else is for suckers.
TRIPPS’S DRIVE, though he’ll never admit it to himself, is to be Danny’s trophy wife.
Tripp’s coming off of (or, perhaps, right in the middle of) a quarter-life crisis in which
he’s questioning everything about his life up to now -- the family business, the country
club lifestyle, the clambakes, even his fiance Gretchen. He does like Gretchen, and
agrees that 37 months is a long engagement period. But there’s something about Danny
that he is drawn to. He can’t put his finger on it (though he’d like to). But he does know
he’ll do anything to be close to his idol, including drain what’s left of his net worth into
this company. Tripp does bring some talents to the table. He uses his a capella prowess
to woo potential clients, plays golf with “black people” who Danny says “clearly have
money because I’ve never seen a gang-banger hit a 40 foot putt.” Tripp is here for
Danny, period.
CHLOE’S DRIVE, like most recent college grads in a shitload of debt, is to get a job.
Problem is there are no jobs for marketing majors with a state college education. So she
spent a couple weeks on Craigslist to piece together four part-time jobs to pay the bills
while she applies to grad school. Her goal at Sunday/Knight Solutions is to leave
Sunday/Knight Solutions as soon as possible. She’s also got a pretty solid “moral
compass” and will step in if she feels like the (real) people Danny is dealing with are
being mistreated in any way, which is essentially all the time.
GRETCHEN’S DRIVE is to be sipping Arnold Palmers at the country club after her noon
tennis clinic with the ladies. She’s born and bread to spend old money, and to do so
wisely with class. She does like Tripp, but she likes his last name more. She’s not afraid
to “check in with Tripp’s family back home” to let them know Tripp is going a little
crazy. She is always threatening to leave, but also knows that Tripp has about the very
best genes she could get, especially with her 30th birthday coming up.
MOMMA D’S DRIVE is to live “balls out” until the day she dies, which is not going to
happen any time soon. She’s got 6 pack abs and still parties and fucks like a demon.
Danny is her baby -- she raised him after his parents died “in the accident” so she is very
protective over him and serves as his “oracle” of sorts.
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S AM PLE E PISO D ES ( IN

N O O R D ER )

As we progress through the first season, Danny learns he’s not nearly as close to having
enough money for interplanetary travel as he thought he’d have by now, but
Sunday/Knight Solutions does have a small nest egg of profits resulting from marginal
sales of various products. (Turns out there actually was a market for “vag-a-mints.”)
Each episode will correspond with a chapter in Danny’s book “How I Beat Branson to
the Moon Volume One.” That said, it’s the relationship between our characters that will
drive the season forward.
Chapter: Steal Two Brilliant Ideas, Combine Them to Make Something Twice as
Brilliant.
● Beating Branson to the Moon is going to cost money -- even more money than
GlamourPuss will bring in. So as a side product Danny comes up with a
revolutionary idea of “adding product placement to phone sex.” Danny and Tripp
write graphic phone sex scripts, audition real people to perform them, but end up
having to record them “in house” when no one is up to the job.
● Momma D gets an STD which shakes Danny to his core and sends him to the
home of the “giver”. It is NOT what he was expecting. It IS a guy that looks
freakishly like Danny and one of the best “phone sex” auditions they had all week.
Chapter: Find Your Own “Hillary”
● Danny explains that every world leader in the history of the world had an A+
woman by his side. It’s time he finds his. He asks Tripp to be his “wingman”.
Tripp has a very hard time with this for obvious reasons.
● Gretchen asks Chloe’s advice on becoming “hipper” since maybe this would catch
Tripp’s eye.
● Danny attempts to sell “Bath-in-a-bag” (essentially a bath towel sized wet-nap) to
homeless people on skid row. “Think of how many homeless there are. And the
numbers are growing every day.”

Chapter: Spread Your Voice, Spread Your Seed
● Danny explains that Branson’s success was largely due to being “balls-out-there”
and decides he needs to begin molding his “international voice.” He starts an
online radio talk show which offers intimate advice. Danny doesn’t just talk
relationship advice, he gets into full on detailed visual demonstrations with
dummies and wax vaginas on webcam.
● Gretchen has had enough. She’s going to leave Tripp and this horrible experience
behind, and she’s taking the antiques with her. Danny uses his sexual know-how
to keep her there. Danny makes love to her. Hard. And well. She is completely
rocked. Bed soaked and broken.
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○ Tripp has been listening the whole time. Danny comes out of the bedroom
and says, “You’re cool, man. I think you’ve got about two more weeks.”
Tripp is completely confused.
○ Later, Tripp asks Gretchen what it was like with Danny. And if she could
draw “as closely as possible” a picture of Danny’s dick. Tripp takes this
sketch and has a cast and actual penis made that looks identical to
Danny’s member. Danny walks in and sees the dildo replica, not
recognizing it as his own. He picks it up, stares at it. “This is a good
looking cock, man. I mean, I’ve never been into cock, but that’s a
handsome dick, yes?” Tripp is blushing. Can I borrow this,” Danny asks.
“Yeah, sure”, replies Tripp. Danny heads off to masturbate with his own
cock. Later gets the idea to sell this as the “ultimate cock of gods and
super men”.
Chapter: Win the Young Vote
● Danny explains that Branson got the young demographic early and he needs to
do the same, so he asks Chloe to take him to her alma mater, USC, for a fact
finding mission.
● Danny and Tripp hand out pamphlets for the “Sunday/Knight Freshman
Orientation Package -- the shit you really need to know” but are led away in
handcuffs when Danny demonstrates the benefits of binge drinking.
● Gretchen visits a pawn shop for the first time in her life to sell their antique baby
grand piano in order to bail everyone out.
Chapter 13: Double Down, Twice (Season 1 Finale)
● Danny asks Tripp to see their fiscal year-end bank statements. Tripp informs
Danny that their balance is exactly $100 (“minus a few grand in credit card
debt”). And there’s the Ming vase, the last antique.
● Danny sees Branson on with Larry King, who asks him “what it’s like to have one
quarter of a trillion dollars.” Danny hops on an old Motorcross Bike and revs the
engine way too loud for the inside of a one bedroom condo, shattering the ming
vase.
● Danny and Momma have a heart to heart. Momma D tells Danny about the time
she and his grandfather, Lloyd Sunday, had $20 to their name while on their
honeymoon in Vegas. “We bet it all on red and won. Bought that house you were
conceived in, Danny.” Danny rounds everyone up and says “We’re going to
Vegas and we’re not coming home until we have put ‘seven more zeroes on our
account balance.’”
● Danny enters a poker tournament and, amazingly, starts winning. Not only that,
he’s rubbing shoulders with some serious B-level celebrities. Danny is in rare
form and at the end of a long long day ends up winning the $1 Million Prize. This
is the moment Danny Sunday has always dreamed of. Mocking celebrities while
taking their cash.
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● Danny, Tripp, Gretchen, Chloe, Momma D. and Judge Reinhold are getting
WASTED at the bar. It’s the kind of night in Vegas where no one remembers
anything. All the dreams are coming true, until Judge informs Danny that it was
a charity tournament and all the money is being given to
“AmericanBabiesWithCleftPalates.org.”
● On the drive back to LA, we see a long shot of our gang, silent. On top of the car
is an oversized check for $1M. We can only make out the word “cleft.”
● Gretchen leans over and whispers to Danny “I’m pregnant. And it’s yours.”
Danny asks how she knows. “Because Tripp and I have never had sex.”
● Danny reaches in his bag, pulls out “How I Beat Branson To The Moon, Volume
2” and opens up to page one: “Managing the Unexpected.”

Sunday/Knight Press (attached)
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